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Abstract

To access interactive systems, blind users can leverage their auditory senses by using non-speech sounds. The structure of existing non-

speech sounds, however, is geared toward conveying atomic operations at the user interface (e.g., opening a file) rather than evoking

broader, theme-based content typical of educational material (e.g., an historical event). To address this problem, we investigate

audemes, a new category of non-speech sounds whose semiotic structure and flexibility open new horizons for the aural interaction with

content-rich applications. Three experiments with blind participants examined the attributes of an audeme that most facilitate the

accurate recognition of their meaning. A sequential concatenation of different sound types (music, sound effect) yielded the highest

meaning recognition, whereas an overlapping arrangement of sounds of the same type (music, music) yielded the lowest meaning

recognition. We discuss seven guidelines to design well-formed audemes.

& 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Users interact with computer interfaces through different
sensory modalities. Traditionally, the main modality has
been visual, through the graphical user interface (GUI).
Although touchscreens and haptic interactions have gained
wider acceptance and have begun to significantly impact
interface design, these primarily supplement the visual
modality, which remains dominant. Walker et al. (2006),
however, argue that with the increasing number of mobile
devices, in which the screen real estate is significantly
reduced, the auditory channel has begun to assume much
greater importance. Brewster et al. (1993) point out the
potential of non-speech sounds to reduce the stress on
the user to focus attention on smaller or non-stationary
visual targets. Additionally, non-speech sounds can be
used complementarily to the visual output to increase the
e front matter & 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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quantity of information conveyed to the user. Many other
researchers have acknowledged the relevance of sound
in user interfaces and investigated ways to utilize this
modality (Brewster, 1994; Brewster et al., 1995a; Conversy,
1998; Edwards, 1989; Kantowitz and Sorkin, 1983;
Sanders and McCormick, 1987).
Non-speech sounds have been used either to comple-

ment visual interfaces by adding another information
channel, or used as the main channel when dealing with
the visually impaired community, or used in ‘‘eyes free’’
context applications, such as driving. In these contexts,
sounds have served as a valuable asset to communicate
information where the visual channel was limited. Also,
studies advocate that sound can be an influential cue for
memory enhancement (Sánchez and Flores, 2003), and
researchers have used sound to teach blind children math
by communicating the formal traits of the formulas, such
as its length and complexity (Sánchez and Flores, 2005;
Stevens et al., 1994). The use of non-speech sounds in these
different circumstances, suggests the increasing importance
of non-speech sounds and efforts to perfect their commu-
nication abilities through user interfaces.
ting features of non-speech sounds to maximize content recognition.
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Despite the recognized importance of non-speech
sounds, their design has been mainly conducted in an ad
hoc manner, rather than following any guidelines. The lack
of guidelines for designing non-speech sounds for inter-
faces has been noted by Back and Des (1996), who
maintain that sounds should be designed as narratives or
stories. Mustonen (2008) and Pirhonen et al. (2007) have
noted this problem and suggested devising a theoretical
framework for non-speech sound design, which can be
used in auditory displays. Brewster et al. (1995a) have
empirically derived design guidelines for a specific type of
non-speech sound, but those are not comprehensive to the
various non-speech sounds that exist.

Non-speech sounds have been the primary interest of
our research for five years. In a previous study
(Mannheimer et al., 2009), we developed audemes, which
are short non-speech sound symbols, comprising various
combinations of sound effect and music sounds. Audemes
are a type of non-speech sounds whose meaning is derived
from the combination of sounds. For example, combining
sounds of a ‘‘key jangle,’’ which is used to represent keys,
and a ‘‘car engine starting,’’ used to represent ‘‘a car,’’
generates the meaning of ‘‘driving.’’ Further, if we add a
sound of ‘‘seagulls and surfing,’’ the final audeme could
mean ‘‘vacation and trip to the beach.’’

Just as the other designers of non-speech sounds, we
have also enjoyed a wide freedom to explore various
constructive and semantic strategies in generating
audemes. However, we maintain that the time is ripe to
consider formulating guidelines to help researchers and
application designers achieve a more standardized
approach to design non-speech sounds, one that could be
more easily learned and applied in the everyday practice.
To achieve this goal, we conducted three experiments with
blind and visually impaired participants in which we
examined the optimal combination of audeme attributes
that can be used to facilitate accurate recognition of
audeme meanings. This paper reports the creation of seven
basic guidelines that can be used to design well-formed
audemes.

1.1. Research questions

The following research questions are central to this study:
Q1: How well do audemes aid in recognizing

information?
The goal of this question is to establish the level of

effectiveness different types of audemes have in terms of
recognizing any textual content that is associated with
them. Once this is established, it is important to determine
the time period of how long an audeme can be effective, so
that reinforcement can be applied to maintain the effective
link between the audeme and the content it is representing.

Q2: Which combination of audemes is the best for
accurate information recognition?

Audemes are created from different attributes (music or
sound effects, serial or parallel arrangement, and so on) so
Please cite this article as: Ferati, M., et al., Audemes at work: Investiga
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it is important to understand which combinations are the
most effective for recognizing the content associated
with them.
The outcome of these research questions will help us

better understand the nature of audemes along with their
strengths and weaknesses. Moreover, it will help derive a
set of initial guidelines for designing effective audemes to
be used by acoustic interface designers.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.

Section 2 will review related work that focused on models
of learning using sounds, the meaning sounds generate
based on modes of listening theory, and the different types
of sounds in Human–Computer Interaction. Section 3
introduces three experiments conducted to generate guide-
lines for creating effective audemes. Section 4 highlights
synopsis of findings from the three experiments. Section 5
describes the discussion and limitations to the three
experiments along with hints to future work. Finally,
Section 6 describes the concluding remarks.

2. Related work

2.1. The role of sounds in multimedia learning

The process of learning with multimedia material
(Mayer and Moreno, 2003) has been conceptualized by
contrasting verbal and non-verbal representations as ele-
ments which are encoded and stored in different substruc-
tures of short- and long-term memory (Clark and Paivio,
1991; Kosslyn, 1994; Baddeley, 1999). Verbal representa-
tions, such as words, are encoded in the form of proposi-
tional representations, while non-verbal representations,
such as pictures, are encoded and stored in analogical
representations. This phenomenon is explained by the
dual-coding principle, which assumes that each channel
in the human information-processing system has a limited
capacity. Because only a limited quantity of mental
processing can occur either in the verbal or non-verbal
medium at any one time, learning is positively influenced
by introducing words and non-verbal illustrations jointly
(Bernard, 1990; Glenberg and Langston, 1992; Guri-
Rozenblit, 1988; Waddill et al., 1988).
By replacing the visual channel with the auditory

channel, non-speech sounds act as a type of non-verbal
representation that can be leveraged by the blind and
visually impaired community to enhance the learning
process. In fact, as we integrate non-speech sounds in the
dual-coding model (see Fig. 1), the learning outcome can
be considered as formed through an interaction between
the target concepts of the verbal (spoken words) and non-
verbal representations (non-speech sounds). Thus, the
generated balance of the cognitive load between the target
concepts of both verbal and non-verbal representations
can help memorize concepts more effectively for those who
have no access to visual content.
To better understand the learning outcome from com-

bining verbal and non-verbal representations, it is critical
ting features of non-speech sounds to maximize content recognition.
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Fig. 1. Integrating non-speech sounds in the dual-coding model of

multimedia learning (adapted from Mayer and Moreno, 1998).
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to investigate how meaning is created via non-speech
sounds (the non-verbal presentation part). In the next
section, we examine this signification process by leveraging
the modes of listening theory, which illustrates how a sound
could be experienced at different levels of cognition and
consequently generate different meanings.
Fig. 2. Four modes of listening and their main attributes (modified from

Tuuri et al., 2007).
2.2. Modes of listening

Imagine a group of people listening to the sound of a
roaring lion. When asked to describe the sound, a variety
of answers are given, such as a lion, approaching danger or
a rough, deep sound. These answers are all different, despite
the fact that the individuals are listening to the same
sound, because they were listening on different levels or
modes. There are four modes of listening: causal, semantic,
reduced and referential. The first three modes were identi-
fied by Chion et al. (1994), while the referential mode was
introduced by Sonnenschein (2001).

Causal mode is listening to a sound with the intent of
recognizing its cause or source. For example, when hearing
a pen scratching on paper, causal listening triggers the
mind to imagine the pen and paper making the sound and
to think broadly about the idea of writing as an action.
Additionally, the causal mode is also known as the every-
day or ecological listening because people tend to describe
sounds by their source or the event that caused them (e.g.,
hearing footsteps, car passing by). Typically, we make
efforts to recognize who or what generates sounds in order
to take action (e.g., identify danger in order to defend
ourselves from it).

Referential mode of listening typically relies on the
causal mode, but expands further by building an awareness
of the context, such as the surrounding where the sound is
experienced, and it links to the emotional connotation of
the sound (Sonnenschein, 2001). For example, the sound
of a foghorn might convey isolation or, by extension,
loneliness, while the roar of a lion might convey fierceness
or exposure to danger. Additionally, this mode of listening
is socio/cultural-dependent because sounds could invoke
different feeling to individuals of different cultures or
societies. For example, the above mentioned example of
the sound of roaring lion might convey danger for people
Please cite this article as: Ferati, M., et al., Audemes at work: Investiga
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in western societies, but, in Africa or India, lions might be
seen as tribe protectors.

Semantic mode refers to understanding sounds in terms of a
code or a language conveying a specific message. Generally the
point of semantic listening is to understand the coded or verbal
meaning the sound conveys, rather than the acoustic traits of
the sound itself. Such examples are ringtones, alerts, and status
indicators when designed to be unique identifier of events, like
indicating the arrival of a text message vs. another alert that
says you just got a voice mail. Also, spoken language and
Morse code are examples of sound generally perceived in the
semantic mode.

Reduced mode focuses on the acoustic traits of the sound
itself independent of its cause or semantic meaning, e.g.,
analyzing the sound in terms of pitch, volume, or timbre.
For example, two sounds can be differentiated by pitch,
but pitch has no semantic meaning, nor any emotional or
experiential referent. Thus, the listening that distinguishes
or recognizes them is reduced listening. This mode is
similar to Gaver’s (1989) definition of musical listening,
which describes sounds by listening them musically, con-
centrating on their abstract qualities. In other words, this
mode of listening is concerned with how the sound sounds

rather than how it has been produced or what it means.
In summary, causal listening is an ecological mode of

listening that is experienced by understanding the source
that generates the sound. Referential listening is a socio/
cultural mode of listening that is experienced by under-
standing the context of the sound and the different mean-
ings it might generate based on the culture of the listener.
Semantic listening is a language-dependent mode of listen-
ing that is experienced by learning and understanding the
convention applied to that sound. Reduced listening is an
abstract mode of listening that is experienced only in terms
of the qualities of the traits of the sound. Fig. 2 shows
these four modes of listening and their main attributes.
Using these modes of listening, in the next section, we

investigate the different types of sounds that have been
developed to be used in user interfaces. This is important
to learn the process of meaning generation in each of the
non-speech sounds found in the literature.
ting features of non-speech sounds to maximize content recognition.
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2.3. Sounds in human–computer interaction

Non-speech sounds have been researched initially in
Human Factors and later in Human–Computer Interac-
tion (HCI) for more than 30 years (Deatherage, 1972;
Kantowitz and Sorkin, 1983; Sanders and McCormick,
1987). Non-speech sounds are computer-generated syn-
thetic sounds used to represent objects, events or content
in user interface by mimicking sounds from nature or
abstract structured tones.

In the literature, we have identified non-speech sounds
that can be categorized into two big groups: function-
oriented and content-oriented sounds. Function-oriented
are sounds that are used to convey information about an
object or event on a user interface. These types of non-
speech sounds are typically brief and the information they
convey is also brief. Content-oriented are sounds that are
used to convey large information or content. Their length
depends on the length of the content they represent.
2.3.1. Function-oriented sounds

Some of the most established function-oriented sounds are
earcons, auditory icons, spearcons, spindex and musicons.
We will review here their main characteristics and the pro-
cess of meaning generation in terms of modes of listening.
We are particularly interested in identifying the non-speech
sounds that generate meaning using the referential mode, as
we maintain that only the application of this mode of
listening could make the non-speech sounds potential to
signify complex content.

Earcons are a type of non-speech sounds that consist of
brief rhythmic sequences of sound with various timbre,
pitch and intensity, which are manipulated in order to
represent different levels in menu interfaces. An example is
delivering earcons as navigational cues in a telephone-
based interface (Brewster, 1998; Brewster et al., 1996).
Blattner et al. (1989) explain that earcons can ‘‘describe’’
objects (e.g., files and menus) and operations (editing and
executing) by conventionally assigning a meaning that
must be memorized. Because of this meaning assigning
process, earcons require a training period to be learned in
order to be useful.

Because of the learning process required for earcons,
their meaning can be generated only when experienced in
the semantic mode of listening. For example, an earcon
with rising pitch will have no inherent meaning, but once a
meaning is conventionally assigned to it, for example,
‘‘open window,’’ it will continue to mean that, and people
aware of this knowledge could all understand this earcon
in the same way. Thus, because earcons are synthetic
sounds, there is no real-world phenomenon that could be
perceived as the cause of the sound (causal mode). There-
fore, the referential mode does not apply either, as it
typically depends on the causal mode. In other words, a
precondition for a sound to be experienced in the refer-
ential mode is experiencing it in the causal mode.
Please cite this article as: Ferati, M., et al., Audemes at work: Investiga
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Similar to earcons, three other non-speech sounds,
spearcons, spindex and musicons, are only experienced in
the semantic mode of listening, because of the learning
period required in order to become useful. Spearcons are
generated by speeding up a spoken word of the object or
event we want to represent until it is not recognized as
speech anymore. First the spoken word is generated as an
audio file using text-to-speech, and then this is accelerated
to become incomprehensible. Spearcons have been evalu-
ated using menu-only interfaces, showing that spearcons
can improve performance and usability of user interfaces,
and make them more accessible to diverse groups of users,
including the blind and visually impaired (Walker et al.,
2006).

Spindexes are similar to spearcons, in that they represent
the text-to-speech of the first letter of the word (rather than
the entire word in spearcons). Essentially, spindexes are
generated by coupling an auditory cue with each menu item,
in which the cue represents the utterance of the leading
letter of each menu item (Jeon and Walker, 2009). For
example, to represent an item named ‘‘Book,’’ a spindex
would be a sound created of the spoken sound ‘‘B.’’

Musicons are another emerging type of non-speech
sound aimed at providing reminder messages around the
home environment (McGee-Lennon et al., 2011). Musi-
cons are short excerpts of music used to remind users of
their daily activities, such as, when to take a medication or
go to an appointment. Researchers have established that
musicons are useful as private reminder messages because
they have the ability to make users create strong, mean-
ingful links between the music excerpt and task. For
example, a musicon created from the theme of the popular
TV medical drama House could remind the user to take
medication.
In these three types of non-speech sounds, the meaning

is generated by a convention, in which the non-speech
sound is used to generate a one-to-one mapping with
an object (spearcons and spindex) or event (musicons)
they intent to represent. The only existing types of non-
speech sound that their meaning is generated through the
causal mode of listening are auditory icons. Auditory

icons are used to represent information about events and
actions in a user interface by similarity with everyday
natural occurrences. For example, the sound of squishing

paper could be used in a user interface to represent when a
file is being deleted. Auditory icons were developed
by Gaver (1986) for the auditory interface called Sonic-
Finder (Gaver, 1989) and ARKola (Gaver et al., 1991).
As auditory icons are sounds from the environment,
they have a connection to the objects or actions that
produced them, as well as objects or actions that may be
easily perceived as semantically connected. This attribute
makes auditory icons potentially easy to recognize and
learn by users. Because of this attribute, auditory icons
generate meaning by making users identify the source,
and then recognize the object or event that it should
represent.
ting features of non-speech sounds to maximize content recognition.
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Fig. 3. Overlaying modes of listening over the semiotic structure of non-

speech sounds. This triadic structure of a sign comes from a long-standing

semiotic tradition, from scholastic philosophy to Peirce (1908).
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2.3.2. Content-oriented sounds

The literature reveals that function-oriented non-speech
sounds are used to represent objects or events in a user
interface. Typically, these objects and events are brief,
consequently making the function-oriented non-speech
sounds used to signify those, also brief. The user interfaces,
however, are not only comprised of objects and events, but
they also hold information that can be large, and the brief
function-oriented non-speech sounds are unfit to signify
such a complex content. Thus, a need for research in using
non-speech sounds to convey large content was necessary.

A community addressing this need is the data sonifica-
tion, which represents the use of non-speech sounds to
transform large sets of data into acoustic signals for
conveying information and extract knowledge (Kramer
and Walker, 1999). The main purpose of sonification is in
understanding complex and abstract data, and ease the
process of decision making and information discovery.
Sonification research is relevant to the increasingly vast
availability of media technologies. Some recent work of
sonification have been conducted to create music from
large amount of georeferenced data (Park et al., 2010) and
emotional hand gesture data collected by an accelerometer
(Fabiani et al., 2010). To help visually impaired users of
touchscreen mobile devices and tablets, sonification was
used in the process of map exploration (Delogu et al.,
2010) and image perception (Yoshida et al., 2011).

Although the data sonification uses non-speech sounds
to communicate content, it is not concerned with the issues
of learnability and retention of information delivered in
the audio channel. Moreover, data sonification deals with
the translation of massive data sets into something that
might be processed more effectively with the ear than the
eye or ease the process of identifying patterns through
transforming data into the aural channel. Therefore,
sonification leverages the reduced mode of listening as
meaning cannot be extracted from the sounds, but only
patterns are revealed by the variation of pitch and intensity
mapped by the data represented. For example, rising stock
market data could be represented by pitch rising sounds.
To fill the need of designing sounds that could convey
meaningful content, we introduce audemes, which in
augmentation with existing verbal information could
increase the learnability of content presented through a
user interface.

Audemes are sequential and/or layered combination of
3–7 s sounds of music and sound effects (Mannheimer
et al., 2009). Typically, the meaning for audemes is created
by first identifying the cause of the sound generation
(causal listening), and then by identifying the source, we
think of possible objects or events the sound refers to
(referential listening). This process of reasoning from the
causal to the referential listening forms the definite mean-
ing for audemes. For instance, an audeme of a ‘‘hammer
hitting a nail,’’ will first trigger the causal mode by
identifying the objects generating the sound (referent), in
this case the hammer and the nail. Once this is established,
Please cite this article as: Ferati, M., et al., Audemes at work: Investiga
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the referential mode can be activated and the final meaning
generated could be ‘‘building construction’’ or ‘‘designing
architecture.’’
To compare in an integrated perspective the various

types of non-speech sounds, we provide a synoptic schema
where we illustrate the relation between the modes of
listening of most established non-speech sounds and their
semiotic structure (Fig. 3). With earcons, spearcons,
spindexes and musicons, meaning is generated via semantic
listening, while with auditory icons only via causal listen-
ing. In audemes, the meaning generation process first goes
through the causal and then continues through the refer-
ential listening (depicted by a curved dashed line). We have
identified that this process of meaning generation is unique
to audemes, which makes them evocative rather than
iconic non-speech sounds. This evocative quality is impor-
tant for content learning as it helps to produce a vivid
impression of the meaning covered in the content. There-
fore, audemes have the potential to be able to signify
theme-based content.
To be able to signify a content of different length and

complexity, it is required that audemes are provided with
various lengths. Given this, the purpose of audemes is to
provide vivid representation of a content of varying length,
so that teaching these concepts covered in the content may
become easier. Essentially, two important and unique
functions of audemes are identified:
1.
ting

/10
Audemes as memory catalysts: In a previous study
(Mannheimer et al., 2009) we established that when
audemes are presented along with theme-based content,
it helps blind participants retain the information more
accurately and recognize that information. The experi-
ment involved 21 blind and visually impaired partici-
pants, who were divided into three groups: control

group, whose participants were not exposed to audemes
when they heard a 500 word essay or when taking a
knowledge acquisition test after two weeks; encode

group, whose participants were exposed to audemes
when hearing the same essay, but not when taking the
posttest; and encodeþrecognition group, whose partici-
pants heard the audeme when exposed to the essay and
features of non-speech sounds to maximize content recognition.
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also when taking the posttest. When exposed to the
essays, audemes were played in between each para-
graph, typically five times throughout the entire essay
content. When tested on the essay content knowledge
acquisition, an audeme was played between each ques-
tion. Essays on three topics were used as stimuli: Radio,
U.S. Constitution and Slavery, each with a respective
audeme. The findings showed that the third group
(encodeþrecognition) scored (posttest-pretest) signifi-
cantly higher than the other two groups, control and
encode. This indicates that audemes, as non-verbal
representation, served as memory catalysts that helped
encode the verbal representation, that is, the essay
content.
2.
 Audemes as content anticipators: With the idea of
investigating audemes through an interface that will be
used by the blind, we have explored another purpose
that audemes served—content anticipation. In an acous-
tic touchscreen application called AEDIN (Acoustic
Edutainment Interface), audemes were used as ‘‘aural
covers’’ to anticipate text-to-speech essays (Ferati et al.
2009, 2011). To understand the notion of aural covers,
an example can be seen in existing image and video
sharing websites. In image sharing sites, such as, Flickr
(http://www.flickr.com), image thumbnails are pre-
sented to anticipate the actual large images that are
shown when the thumbnails are clicked upon. Similarly,
in video sharing sites, such as, Dailymotion (http://
dailymotion.com), a thumbnail with rotating sample
screenshots of the video content is presented to antici-
pate the video content. These techniques help users
anticipate the content and make decisions before engaging
it. Serving similar purpose, audemes—created of concate-
nated sounds—are used to anticipate concepts covered in
the content delivered as a text-to-speech essay.

Yet, designing well-formed audemes remains an ad hoc
process because we can only rely on our intuition to
generate meaningful and memorable sounds. Unfortu-
nately, the lack of guidelines for non-speech sound design
is not only true for audemes, but it applies to other non-
speech sounds. In the next section we look into several
researches attempting to derive non-speech sound design
guidelines.

2.4. The need for non-speech sound design guidelines

The lack of guidelines for designing non-speech sounds
for interfaces has been noted by different researchers who
have taken a practical or theoretical approach to address
this need. Of the practical approach is the study by Back
and Des (1996), which draws an analogy between the
sound designers controlling elements of the sonic palette
just as a painter controls elements of a color palette. This is
done by fine-tuning sound styles and relations between
background and foreground sounds, and shortening or
lease cite this article as: Ferati, M., et al., Audemes at work: Investiga
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lengthening the sounds. Also, Nicol et al. (2004) present a
novel system, called 3-DXi TimbreSpace FM, for creating
and managing non-speech sounds. The system enables
generation of earcons and auditory icons through a single
interface. The interface describes generated sounds in
terms of the sources that produce them, that is, the objects
that make the sounds, rather than in terms of their
acoustic properties. In other words, the sounds are
described in terms of the causal mode, rather than reduced
mode, which emphasizes the importance of analyzing
sounds through the modes of listening framework. These
researches, nevertheless, present just a practical tool for
sound design, and not a framework or set of guidelines for
designing effective non-speech sounds.
An attempt to devise a theoretical framework for non-

speech sound design was done by Mustonen (2008). This
study suggests that sound designers cannot rely on ad hoc
selection of the arbitrary sounds. If the connotations,
clichés, genre sounds, habits, and conventions are not
considered in the design process, auditory signs may
become auditory distracters. Similarly, Pirhonen et al.
(2007) suggest devising a framework that can be integrated
with practical approach to create the required results.
Their perspective is based on a semiotic approach for
designing non-speech sounds.
The most comprehensive work has been done by Brewster

et al. (1995a) who experimentally derived guidelines for earcon
design. These guidelines, however, cannot be used to design
other non-speech sounds due to the intrinsic differences among
the non-speech sounds available. Because earcons are con-
stituted of discrete musical notes, there are clear cut rules for
combining the notes to generate an earcon. With other non-
speech sounds, such as auditory icons, it is often hard to
distinguish the smallest audio element, as auditory icons are
not created of discrete notes (e.g., the sound of a barking dog
cannot be split into smaller, meaningful audio elements). This
is similar with audemes, and for this reason the guidelines that
are used to create well-formed earcons, are not suitable to be
used to create well-formed audemes or auditory icons, as the
smallest elements are not musical notes. The smallest elements
that we have identified in audemes are divided into two major
groups of sounds: music and sound effects. Under music lies
everything that has melodious character, including, a hymn, an
actual song, and instrumental song. Sound effects are sounds
from the environment as well as sounds that do not typically
occur in nature. In this latter category fall sounds used to
allege futuristic technology in science fiction films.
3. Experimental design, procedure, and findings

3.1. General approach

We investigate the structure of audemes composed of
source, semiotic and syntactic attributes.

Source attributes are the type of sounds used to create
audemes. Based on the typical components of non-speech
ting features of non-speech sounds to maximize content recognition.
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sounds found in the literature, we distinguish two broad
groups of sound types:
a.
P

In
Music – snippets of songs, including instrumental songs,
of varying genres: classic, rock, etc.
b.
 Sound effects – pre-recorded or artificially created sounds.
This group of sounds mainly consists of (i) abstract sounds,
which do not normally occur in nature, and (ii) everyday
listening sounds, which are sounds occurring in nature and
common enough to be familiar to listeners.

Semiotic attributes are the different modes of listening
that influence the types of meaning audemes that can
convey. The three modes of listening (causal, referential
and reduced) can be applied to audemes, but the referential
mode is the one that gives audemes an important strength
by utilizing an individual’s emotions as they are related to
the object to which the audeme is attached. The semantic
mode of listening does not apply to audemes (at least not
yet), since they are not fully established to mean one
specific thing, in the way that a specific word does.
a.
 Causal listening: Sounds used for the creation of audemes
were classified according to the listening mode targeted. For
instance, if a sound of a chicken was used to represent a
concept named chicken, then a note was made that the
sound was used in the causal mode, since it directly
represented the object causing the sound, in this case, the
chicken itself.
b.
 Referential listening: If the same sound of a chicken,
however, was used to represent a concept named farm,
then it addresses the referential mode of listening, since
it did not directly represent the object, but what the
object could represent, in this case, a farm where
chickens might be found.
c.
 Reduced listening: Sounds were classified as being used
in the reduced mode when the characteristics of the
sound (rhythm, pitch and intensity) gave insights about
the concept. For instance a sound with fast rhythm
indicated a fast moving object, such as fast cars, while a
sound with a slow rhythm indicated a slow moving
object, such as an old man walking.

Syntactic attributes are the combinations of two or more
sounds used to create an audeme. Similar to the study of
Brewster et al. (1995b), in which compound earcons created of
concatenated individual earcons are investigated, we examine
audemes created of concatenation of individual sounds. The
difference is that they have created compound earcons from
individual earcons, while we create audemes from individual
sounds, not audemes. Hence, two types of combinations are
distinguished:
a.
 Serial: the combination of two or more sounds played
one after another.
lease cite this article as: Ferati, M., et al., Audemes at work: Investiga
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b.
 Parallel: the combination of two or more sounds played
at once.

These experiments will help derive guidelines for design-
ing effective audemes. The guidelines will be in terms of the
type of sounds used and their combination method. The
expected results will identify important attributes for
creating audemes to convey theme-based information.

3.2. Overview of the three experiments

We conducted three different experiments. In the first
experiment, we investigated which combination of attri-
butes (source, semiotic and syntactic) helps retain over
time correct association of the meaning of an audeme. This
experiment was also a longitudinal study helping to
investigate the understanding and retention of information
over a two-month period, testing participants on the first,
fourth and seventh week after the initial exposure to the
audemes. The second experiment was a manipulation of
the first experiment in order to examine the effects on
audeme meaning recognition of the first test after the
exposure, which served as a reinforcement, thus positively
influencing recognition for the fourth week test. The third
experiment was conducted in order to establish the optimal
number of facts that can be reliably associated with an
audeme.
Audemes used in these experiments consisted of two

sound entities of different combinations covering all
possible permutations of the three attributes previously
discussed. These three audeme attributes are important in
regard to testing the recognition of audeme meanings as
these attributes represent the most atomic level that can be
manipulated in order to create an audeme. Table 1 lists the
audeme constructs to be used to depict the manipulation of
the source (music, sound effect) and syntactic (serial,
parallel) attributes. The semiotic (causal, referential or
reduced) attributes were manipulated by grouping all of
the sounds used in creating the audemes into one of three
listening modes.
The concepts associated with the audemes used in these

experiments were based on content from a variety of
academic topic suitable for K-12 school students, including
history and geography. In order to generate the audemes, a
collection of sounds was used that were previously used in
studies involving blind and visually impaired students
(different from participants included in these three experi-
ments) from the ISBVI. Five audemes for each combina-
tion were created in order to increase the data points and
generate additional statistical power.

3.3. Experiment 1 – audeme meaning recognition over time

The aim of this experiment was to identify the char-
acteristics of an audeme that will positively impact the
correct recognition of the meaning associated with it.
ting features of non-speech sounds to maximize content recognition.
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Table 1

Audeme combinations with syntactic, source and semiotic attributes used in the three experiments. The number of audeme created for each attribute is

provided in parenthesis.

Syntactic attribute Source attribute Semiotic attribute

Serial (20) MusicþMusic (MþM) (5) Referential–Referential (3)

Reduced–Reduced (2)

MusicþSound-effect (MþSFX) (5) Referential–Causal (3)

Referential–Referential (2)

Sound-effectþMusic (SFXþM) (5) Causal–Referential (2)

Referential–Referential (3)

Sound-effectþSound-effect (SFXþSFX) (5) Referential–Causal (4)

Causal–Referential (1)

Parallel (15) MusicþMusic (MþM) (5) Reduced–Reduced (4)

Referential–Referential (1)

MusicþSound-effect (MþSFX) (5) Referential–Referential (4)

Referential–Causal (1)

Sound-effectþSound-effect (SFXþSFX) (5) Referential–Referential (3)

Referential–Causal (1)

Reduced–Reduced (1)

Table 2

Independent and dependent variables for Experiment 1.

Independent variables Dependent variables

Audemes Content recognition score
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In order to record these effects, three tests were conducted
over a period of two months. All seven audeme combina-
tions listed in Table 1 were used in this experiment. The
independent variable was the types of audeme combina-
tions. The dependent variable was the recognition score of
the content associated with the audeme (Table 2).

The following three hypotheses guided this experiment.

H1: Audemes created from a serial combination of
sounds will yield a higher meaning recognition when
compared to audemes created from a parallel combina-
tion of sounds. This hypothesis is based on a pattern
recurrently seen in past experience with audemes, in
which audemes created from a serial combination of
sounds were more effective when compared to audemes
created from parallel sounds.
H2: The recognition of the meaning of audemes will
decrease with each additional testing due to the weak-
ening of memory. No matter the combination methods
used (serial or parallel), it is expected that audemes will
decrease in performance with the passing of time. In
other words, since, in this experiment, the participants
were only exposed to the concepts that they need to
remember once, it is expected that the recognition of the
meaning of the audemes will decrease over time due to
the weakening of memory.
H3: Audemes created from sounds in the causal and/or
referential modes of listening should yield higher mean-
ing recognition when compared to audemes created
from sounds in the reduced mode of listening.
Please cite this article as: Ferati, M., et al., Audemes at work: Investiga
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It is expected that audemes created from sounds in the
causal and/or referential modes of listening will generate

better meaning recognition. The expectation is based on
the fact that sounds in the causal and referential modes of
listening, contradictory to sounds in the reduced mode of
listening, reveal information that can be directly associated
to the concept that the audeme represents.
3.3.1. Method

Participants: Eight participants (four male and four
female) were recruited for the study and were paid for
their participation. These were students from the Indiana
School for the Blind and Visually Impaired (ISBVI) and
were between the ages of 12- and 20-years-old. Five of the
participants were blind and three were visually impaired,
but they all used Braille. A notification via the teachers was
sent to all of the students at the ISBVI asking for their
participation in the research. Informed consent was given
to participants’ parents prior to their involvement in the
research.
We decided to work with blind and visually impaired

students because audemes were created specifically to help
them. Additionally, studies suggest that in comparable
experiments blind and visually impaired children outper-
formed sighted children, in terms of more effectively
utilizing auditory spectral cues and learning through sound
(Doucet et al., 2005; Sánchez et al., 2001).

Stimuli: Along with the seven groups of audemes, all of
the participants were given three concepts to remember for
each audeme. It was decided to use three concepts in order
to provide rich and various semantics for each audeme.
The concepts were thematically close to the audeme. For
instance, the three concepts burning the barn, crazy farm

and vandals at the zoo were associated with a SFXþSFX
audeme consisting of breaking glass and crying sheep

sounds.
ting features of non-speech sounds to maximize content recognition.
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Using a professional-grade sound library, different
sounds were combined into an audeme. The audemes were
generated using the Soundtrack Pro (http://www.apple.
com/finalcutpro) software. All of the generated audemes
were 5 s long. This length represents an intermediate value
in the range of audeme lengths used in previous studies,
which were from 3 to 7 s (Mannheimer et al., 2009). No
space was left between the sounds constituting the audeme.

Over the years, our strategy of audeme creation has
become more consistent as those were continually pre-
tested with participants at ISBVI who confirmed the well-
formed audemes and helped discard confusing ones. This
strategy proved to be true in the domain of U.S. history.
This domain was decided upon because it was relatively
common knowledge across all of the participants as part of
their standard curriculum in the school. Complete stimuli
can be found in Appendix and in the following web
resource: http://audeme.informatics.iupui.edu/exp1/.

Apparatus: The participants collectively listened to the
audemes during their initial exposure, as well as for all
subsequent tests of recognition. The audemes were played
using a laptop with external amplified speakers. The
meetings with the participants took place in one of the
classrooms at the ISBVI location (Fig. 4). The concepts
were read out loud by the researcher, while the participants
marked their answers on Braille or large-font printed test
sheets using crayons. For instance, the researcher would
say: ‘‘The concept for 1B is a car racing.’’ On the
participants’ sheets, it only read ‘‘1B.’’

Procedure: Covering all seven of the audeme combina-
tions (35 audemes) would have taken longer than the time
that the participants were available for a session (1 h).
Hence, the audeme combinations were exposed to the
participants over a two weeks period (four combinations
during the first meeting and the remaining three combina-
tions in the second week). Initially, the participants were
exposed to 35 audemes and 105 concepts (across the two
weeks). The testing on the exposed audemes and concepts
Fig. 4. The physical setting in which the experiments were conducted

at ISBVI.
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was conducted three times: after one week (T1), four weeks
(T2) and seven weeks (T3) (Fig. 6). The experiment
sessions at the ISBVI were held once a week for an hour.
For each exposure, an audeme was played and then

three thematically related concepts were read. This process
was repeated (the audeme and three concepts) another
time, giving the participants a better chance at creating an
association between the audeme and concepts. The testing
procedure consisted of using a multiple choice question-
naire on which the participants had to mark the three
correct concepts among the nine given, six of which were
used as noise (Fig. 5).
Out of the six concepts used as noise, three were related

to the initial correct concepts, while the other three were
entirely different from the initial concepts. An example of
concepts is shown in Fig. 7, in which the concepts travel,
security and vacation were the given concepts associated
with an audeme consisting of the sounds for key jangle and
car engine starting. The concepts of keys, house garage and
car were used as the related concepts because, semanti-
cally, they relate to the audeme and the correct given
concepts. In such fashion, the concepts of train, snow and
apple were given as the incorrect concepts because they do
not relate to the audeme or the correct concepts. This
division was done in order to understand not only when
the participants answered correctly or incorrectly, but also
when they understood the general meaning of the audeme,
although they might forget the specific wording of the
concept associated with it.
This method of testing the concepts was repeated three

times (testing periods) in order to investigate the long-
itudinal effects on the memorization of the concepts
associated to the audemes. In every repetition of the test,
the three correct concepts to which the participants were
initially exposed were kept the same, but shuffled with six
new noise concepts consisting of related and incorrect
concepts. The participants were not exposed to audemes
or concepts between testing sessions and were never given
the correct answers to the audeme meanings.
3.3.2. Analysis and findings

Learnability: A common struggle in education is learn-
ability and a learner’s ability to memorize information. In
this experiment, the audemes have shown a potential to
help overcome this issue. Over a period of eight weeks, the
participants showed an ability to remember the meaning of
the presented audemes. Although the expectation was that
with each additional testing the participants would forget
the meanings of the audemes, the opposite was found to be
true as they recognized the concepts more accurately with
each week of testing.
As shown in Figs. 8 and 9, the overall increase from T1

(the test after one week) to T2 (the test after four weeks)
was 4.67% (from 2.45 to 2.59), and from T2 (the test after
four weeks) to T3 (the test after seven weeks) was 6%
(from 2.59 to 2.77). The results were analyzed using a
ting features of non-speech sounds to maximize content recognition.
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Fig. 6. The 35 audemes presented four periods of time.

Fig. 5 A depiction of the three audemes each representing nine concepts, in which the underlined concepts are the correct ones, while the six other

concepts are given as noise. A complete list of all audemes and concepts can be found in Appendix.
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repeated measure ANOVA within-subjects design. The
analysis showed an overall significant increase, F (2,
14)=17.32, po0.001, Z2=0.71. The Bonferroni pairwise
Please cite this article as: Ferati, M., et al., Audemes at work: Investiga
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comparison revealed a significant increase between T1 and
T3 (po0.005) and T2 and T3 (po0.05). It also showed an
approaching significance between T1 and T2 (p=0.07).
ting features of non-speech sounds to maximize content recognition.
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Fig. 7. An example of the three levels of concept groups associated to an audeme in regard to testing recognition rates.

Fig. 8. The recognition of the target meaning of the audemes increased over time.

Fig. 9. Mean recognition score of audeme meaning for tests after one

(T1), four (T2), and seven (T3) weeks.
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The differences among the audeme types became lesser

with time: It was interesting to see that the findings of the
test after one week (T1) revealed that the differences
among the seven types of audemes were high. However,
the subsequent tests after four (T2) and seven (T3) weeks
revealed that these differences among the audeme types
became less with the passing of time. The repeated
measures ANOVA revealed significant differences among
the seven audeme types for T1, F (6, 36)=3.54, po0.01,
Z2=0.38, and T2, F (6, 36)=4.24, po0.01, Z2=0.41, but
no significance for T3, F (6, 36)=1.59, p40.05, Z2=0.21.
The sample means for the audeme types per the three tests
are shown in Fig. 10.
Please cite this article as: Ferati, M., et al., Audemes at work: Investiga
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It was also interesting to find the best and worst audeme
types. The repeated measures ANOVA revealed an overall
significance among the seven audeme types across all
weeks, F (6, 36)¼3.12, po0.05, Z2¼0.34. Further, the
Bonferroni test revealed individual differences between the
two types of audemes, music–music parallel and music–
SFX serial, showing that the worst audeme type was
music–music parallel and the best was music–SFX serial
(po0.01), as shown in Fig. 11.

Females performed better than males: Fortunately for
this experiment we had an equal number of participants
divided by gender (four male, four female), which helped in
tracking any gender effects. Also, the samples were
representative in terms of academic records and cognitive
abilities. The independent measures t-test analysis across
all three tests revealed that the female subjects (M¼2.76,
SD¼0.12) recognized more concepts than the male sub-
jects (M¼2.43, SD¼0.16). This difference was significant,
t (6)¼3.62, po0.05, r ¼0.83.

Serial combination was better than parallel: Throughout
this longitudinal experiment, it was consistently observed
that serial combinations of audemes were better than
parallel combinations. The repeated measures t-test
showed that the serial audemes (M¼2.69, SD¼0.20)
helped in the recognition of concepts more than the
parallel audemes (M¼2.50, SD¼0.30). This difference
was significant t (7)¼4.71, po0.005, r¼0.87.

Differences among the audeme sound orders became

less with time: Similar trends of differences among the
audeme types were observed with audeme sound order
ting features of non-speech sounds to maximize content recognition.
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Fig. 10. The mean recognition scores of the audeme meanings for the different audeme types, as they vary over the three tests (T1, T2 and T3).

Fig. 11. The mean recognition score of the audeme meanings for all of the audeme combinations, showing the best (MS_Serial) and worst (MM_Parallel)

audeme combinations.
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(Music–Music, Music–SFX, SFX–Music and SFX–SFX)
as shown in Fig. 12. The repeated measures ANOVA
revealed significant differences among the audeme order
for T1, F (3, 18)¼4.15, po0.05, Z2¼0.41, and T2, F (3, 18)¼
7.32, po0.01, Z2¼0.55, but not for T3, F (3, 18)¼0.76,
p40.05, Z2¼0.11. This result is an indication that with the
passing of time, due to learnability effects, the order of the
sounds used in the audeme combinations become less
relevant. In other words, all of the combinations are
equally good.

Mixing music and SFX yielded better recognition:
Audeme combinations were also analyzed in a higher
layer, that is, just in terms of their combination, whether
constituted of similar (Music–Music, SFX–SFX) or differ-
ent (Music–SFX, SFX–Music) types of sounds. The
repeated measures t-test showed that the audemes created
from different types of sounds (M¼2.69, SD¼0.25)
helped the participants to recognize the right concepts
with a higher accuracy than the audemes created from the
same type of sounds (M¼2.54, SD¼0.22). This difference
was significant t(6)¼3.95, po0.01, r¼0.85.
Please cite this article as: Ferati, M., et al., Audemes at work: Investiga
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Causal and referential modes of listening yielded better

recognition of the audeme meanings: The results indicated that
when the sounds composing the audemes were used in the
causal and referential modes, then the recognition of the
concept was significantly better, while the reduced mode of
listening proved to be the least effective. For the first sound
(out of the two composing the audeme), the repeated measures
ANOVA revealed an overall significance, F (2, 14)¼22.25,
po0.001, Z2¼0.76. Further, the Bonferroni test revealed
individual differences among the three modes of listening:
referential and reduced (po0.005), reduced and causal
(po0.005), and a non-significant difference between referential
and causal (p 40.05) (Fig. 13).
Similar results were found for the second sound, F (2, 14)¼

25.87, po0.001, Z2¼0.79. The Bonferroni pairwise com-
parison revealed significant differences for the referential
and reduced (po0.05) and reduced and causal (po0.001),
but not for the referential and causal (p40.05) (Fig. 14).
An interesting finding was that in order to be the

most effective, the audemes consisting of different modes
of listening were better. A repeated measures t-test was
ting features of non-speech sounds to maximize content recognition.
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Fig. 12. The mean recognition scores of the audeme meanings for the audemes created with a different order of source attribute sounds as they varied

over the three tests (T1, T2 and T3).

Fig. 13. The mean recognition score of the audeme meanings for the audemes

created with sounds in the different modes of listening in the first position.

Fig. 14. The mean recognition scores of the audeme meanings for the

audemes created with sounds in the different modes of listening in the

second position.
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conducted in order to track the audemes that constituted
of sounds with same (M¼2.56, SD¼0.24) or different
(M¼2.69, SD¼0.24) modes of listening. The results
revealed that audemes created of sounds with different
modes of listening were significantly better than audemes
created of sounds with same mode of listening, t(7)¼5.32;
po0.001, r¼0.89.

The rhythm and timbre of sounds did not yield any

differences in the recognition of the audemes: In this
experiment, the audemes, particularly the sounds used,
were analyzed in terms of two additional dimensions: the
rhythm and timbre of the sounds. In terms of rhythm, the
sounds were classified into two groups, fast (e.g., high
rhythmic drums) and slow (e.g., walking footsteps), and
their performance was tracked. In terms of timbre, the
Please cite this article as: Ferati, M., et al., Audemes at work: Investiga
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sounds were classified into two groups, harsh (e.g., metal
scraping, electric guitar, etc.) and smooth (e.g., light wind,
violin, etc.), and their performance was tracked.
The t-test analysis revealed no significant differences

between the sounds of different rhythms and timbres. In
addition, audemes created with different or same rhythm
sounds yielded no significantly different recognition rates.
Similar results were found for the audemes created with
different or same sound timbres.
3.4. Experiment 2 – audeme meaning recognition without

reinforcement

While Experiment 1 was used to assess recognition over
time, the goal of Experiment 2 was to identify the amount
ting features of non-speech sounds to maximize content recognition.
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Table 3

Independent and dependent variables for Experiment 2.

Independent variables Dependent variables

Audemes Content recognition score

Reinforcement test

Fig. 15. A comparison of the mean recognition scores of the audeme

meanings for week four with prior testing (with reinforcement) and

without prior testing (without reinforcement).
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of reinforcement effect that the T1 test had after one week
in regard to the recognition of the concepts. With this idea
in mind, a decision was made to skip the T1 test after one
week, and only conduct the T2 test after four weeks. In
order to explore this condition, Experiment 1 was repli-
cated with all its elements, and the T2 test after four weeks
was performed, but not T1 and T3, the tests after one and
seven weeks, respectively. This experiment was conducted
three months after Experiment 1. The independent vari-
ables were the different types of audeme combinations and
the prior test serving as reinforcement. The dependent
variable for this experiment was the recognition score of
the content associated to the audeme (Table 3).

The decision to conduct this experiment came after
noticing that each testing in Experiment 1 increased the
meaning recognition of the audemes. This finding led to
the investigation of whether the first test actually rein-
forced the meanings of the audemes. Hence, the following
was hypothesized.

H4: The test in the first week, in addition to being a test,
also served as an additional exposure to the audemes and
concepts.
3.4.1. Method

Participants: In order to be able to compare the results
of the T2 test from Experiment 1 and 2, the same
participants were used in both of the experiments.

Stimuli: A new set of audemes and concepts were generated
for this experiment in order to avoid any memorization effects
carried over from Experiment 1. All of the stimuli are provided
in Appendix.

Apparatus: The same apparatus was used as in Experi-
ment 1 (see Section 3.3.1).

Procedure: The procedure for this experiment was the
same as Experiment 1, but without the testing after the first
week (T1). The difference between Experiments 1 and 2 is
that the period between the exposure and testing was one
week for Experiment 1, but four weeks for Experiment 2.
3.4.2. Analysis and findings

The main goal of this experiment was to measure the
reinforcing effects of repeated exposures through a com-
parison of these results with Experiment 1. As described
earlier, this experiment is a replica of Experiment 1 minus
the T1 test. Since a continual increase in the recognition of
the concepts in Experiment 1 was seen, it is important to
establish how much testing after one week accounts for
that learnability effect.
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A repeated measures t-test was conducted in order to
compare the scores of the test after four weeks (taken from
Experiment 1—T2E1) with the additional test after one
week (M¼2.59, SD¼0.27) and scores of the test after four
weeks (taken from Experiment 2—T2E2) without the
additional exposure to the audemes provided by T1
(M¼2.04, SD¼0.19). The results show that the partici-
pants had significantly better recognition when tested after
four weeks with the preceding test after one week (with
reinforcement) when compared to being tested after four
weeks without the preceding test (without reinforcement), t

(6)¼6.25, po0.001, r¼0.93. The sample means are shown
in Fig. 15.
The results of this experiment show that the testing in

the first week after the initial exposure had a great impact
on the recognition of the concepts. This finding concludes
that the first test after one week, in addition to serving as a
test, also inadvertently served as reinforcement of the
meaning of the audemes.

3.5. Experiment 3 – audeme learning load

The aim of this experiment was to investigate the ability
of an audeme to help retain facts, in particular the goal
was to determine the optimal number of facts that can be
correctly associated with one audeme. In order to increase
the scope of meaning in this experiment, statements or
sentences instead of concepts were articulated. The reason
for this decision was that statements are true or false, while
concepts are not. In essence, statements establish relation-
ships between concepts. Therefore, a fact was considered
to be the crucial information derived from a single sentence
(e.g., Shenandoah River and its valley are in Virginia). In
addition, the sentences chosen for this experiment were
determined by the nature of the sounds available in the
school’s digital library.
For this experiment, a new set of audemes was created,

but covered all possible combinations as shown in Table 1.
The new variable was the number of facts, and each
audeme was presented along with three, five or seven facts.
ting features of non-speech sounds to maximize content recognition.
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The number of facts for each audeme was randomly
assigned in order to ensure an even distribution of three-,
five- and seven-fact audemes. The independent variables
were the different types of audeme combinations and the
number of facts associated with them. The dependent
variable was the recognition score of the content associated
with the audeme (Table 4).
Table 4

Independent and dependent variables for Experiment 3.

Independent variables Dependent variables

Audemes Content recognition score

Number of facts

Fig. 16. A depiction of an audeme being presented to signify five facts. After

(a question per fact). The correct answer is underlined.
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We maintain that audemes will be most effective when
associated with a low number of facts and as the number
of facts associated to it increase, the meaning recognition
of the audemes will decrease. Therefore, in this experiment,
the number of facts is systematically increased until a
threshold is reached that establishes the number of facts
that an audeme can be associated with.
3.5.1.Method

Participants: Ten participants (five male, five female)
from the ISBVI took part in this experiment. Eight of the
participants had taken part in Experiments 1 and 2, while
two new participants were recruited. The participants were
between 12- and 20-years-old. They were paid for their
participation. Six of the participants were blind and four
a week, the same audeme was played between each of the five questions

ting features of non-speech sounds to maximize content recognition.
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visually impaired, but all used and were proficient in
Braille.

Stimuli: Along with the audemes, the participants were
given sentences with single facts to remember. For pur-
poses of this test, a single fact was established to be a single
sentence holding a fact from U.S. history. In such manner,
the same audeme combination was presented along with
three, five or seven sentences. For this experiment, a total
of 21 audemes were played: 3 (levels of the number of
facts) � 7 (levels of the combination of audemes), and the
total number of sentences read was 105. All of the stimuli
are presented in Appendix.

Apparatus: The same apparatus was used as in Experi-
ments 1 and 2 (see Section 3.3.1).

Procedure: The fulfillment of this experiment was
stretched over a six week period, where half of the weeks
were used to expose the participants to sentences and the
following week to test for their recollection of the facts
(Fig. 16).
3.5.1. Analysis and findings

The results revealed that audemes are most effective
when associated to five facts, as participants scored
best with those audemes. A repeated measures ANOVA
Fig. 17. The mean recognition scores of the audeme meanings for

different audeme combinations as they vary by the number of facts

associated with the audeme (three, five or seven facts).

Fig. 18. The mean recognition scores of the audeme meanings depicting

the gender effect for audemes associated with three, five and seven facts.
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showed an overall significant difference among the three
groups, F (2, 18)¼6.14, po0.01, Z2¼0.41. The Bonferroni
pairwise comparison revealed a significant difference only
between the audemes associated with five and seven facts
(po0.05), while the other differences were not significant.
The sample means are shown in Fig. 17.

Gender effect: Consistent with the previous experiment,
the female participants again performed significantly better
than the male participants. A repeated measures factorial
ANOVA was performed in order to determine the effect of
gender on the three groups of facts (three, five and seven
facts). A quadratic main effect for the number of facts, F

(1, 8)¼10.15, po0.05, Z2¼0.56, and linear main effect for
gender were found, F (1, 8)¼15.75, po0.005, Z2¼0.66;
however, no interaction was found to exist between the
number of facts and gender, F(1,8)¼0.003, p40.05,
Z2¼0.01. The sample means for gender per number of
facts are shown in Fig. 18.

4. Synopsis of the findings

The following is a synopsis of the findings derived from
the three experiments.

Learnability of the audemes: Audemes can be success-
fully learned and used to help participants remember the
information associated with them. In the beginning of the
process of audemes getting learned by participants, varia-
tions in their attributes (source, semiotic and syntactic) are
essential, but this effect fades once they are learned. In
answering the first research question (Section 1.1), the
audemes were shown to be highly effective in aiding the
participants’ abilities to remember and recognize any
textual content associated with the audemes.

Best audeme combination: The empirical data showed
that the best audeme combination was the serial concate-
nation of music and sound effect with the first and second
sounds being in different modes of listening (causal or
referential). Moreover, the optimal number of facts that
can be effectively associated to an audeme is five facts. This
finding answers the second research question (Section 1.1).

Gender effect: In these experiments, the female partici-
pants outperformed the male participants in terms of
recognizing the concepts associated with the audemes.

The effect of the audemes’ syntactic attributes: Audemes
created from serially combining two sounds yielded better
recognition results when compared to the audemes created
from the parallel combination of sounds.

A mixture of audeme source attributes yielded better

audeme meaning recognition: Audemes created from differ-
ent source attributes (music and sound effect) yielded
better recognition results when compared to audemes
created from same source attributes (music and music, or
sound effect and sound effect).

A mixture of audeme semiotic attributes yielded better

audeme meaning recognition: Audemes created from sounds
used in different modes of listening (causal and referential)
yielded better recognition results when compared to
ting features of non-speech sounds to maximize content recognition.
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audemes created from sounds in the same modes of
listening (casual and causal, or referential and referential).
The reduced mode of listening in any combination yielded
the lowest recognition for the audemes and associated
concepts.

The causal and referential modes of listening yielded

better audeme meaning recognition: Audemes created from
sounds relying on the causal or referential modes of
listening were more effective than those created from
sounds relying on the reduced mode of listening.

Audeme content recognition is effective with a wide range

of rhythms and timbres: Audemes created from sounds with
different rhythms (fast, slow) and timbres (harsh, smooth)
did not yield different results in terms of recognizing the
concepts associated with those audemes.

5. Discussion

This study confirmed the following hypotheses:
�

P

In
audemes created of serial combinations of sounds will
yield higher meaning recognitions when compared to
parallel combinations of sounds (H1);

�
 audemes created from sounds in the causal and/or

referential modes of listening yielded a higher meaning
recognition when compared to audemes created from
sounds in the reduced mode (H3); and

�
 frequent exposure to audemes has a high impact in their

learnability (H4).

However, the hypothesis that the meaning of audemes
will decrease with each additional testing due to the
weakening of memory is not supported (H2). This section
discusses the implications of the findings from these three
experiments.

5.1. Can audemes be learned?

One of the key outcomes of our work pertains to the
learnability of audemes. Experiment 1 shows an increase in
concept recognition as time passes. This improvement is
attributed to the testing conducted, which served as a
reinforcement of the concepts. Since the tests were multiple
choice answers in which the participants could hear the
concepts along with the audemes, each test in itself
reinforced the relationship between the audemes and
concepts. This claim is supported by the findings in
Experiment 2, in which we see a decreased level of concept
recognition when not performing the test after one week.
When comparing the results of the test conducted after
four weeks from Experiments 1 and 2, it is seen that the
participants scored significantly higher when they took the
first test after the first week as it served as additional
exposure to the audemes and concepts.

In Experiment 3, the optimal number of facts that can
be correctly associated with an audeme was investigated.
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The findings indicated that audemes associated with five
facts could be the ideal load threshold for an audeme,
compared to audemes associated to three and seven facts.
This conclusion is based on the finding that audemes
associated to three and five facts performed almost with
the same effectiveness (the difference was not significant),
while the effectiveness of the audemes dropped signifi-
cantly when associated with seven facts.
These findings suggest that audemes require a single

exposure (in which meaning is explicitly assigned) to
achieve 82% accuracy in meaning recognition. With three
exposures over a period of 8 weeks the meaning of
audemes can be learned with 92% accuracy.
5.2. Which combination of audeme attributes maximize

information recognition?

The audemes were investigated as created from three
attributes: syntactic (serial or parallel concatenation of
sounds), semiotic (causal, reduced or referential sounds),
and source attributes (music or sound effect sounds).
The experiment findings revealed that audemes con-

structed from serial combination of sounds were more
effective than parallel combinations. This effect is attrib-
uted to the linear nature of the sound as it feels more
natural to experience sound combinations one after
another. Contradicting results about this effect are found
in Brewster et al. (1995b) who, in their evaluation of
earcons, discovered no difference in serial or parallel
earcons in terms of their effectiveness. Similarly, Gerth
(1992) conducted experiments that presented several
sounds to participants at once. The results showed that
the recognition score for three sounds playing in parallel
was 90%.
In terms of modes of listening, the results were analyzed

under the assumption that an audeme was perceived as
being in one of the three modes: reduced, referential or
causal. As previously described in the findings section,
audemes used in the causal and referential modes helped
the participants to more accurately remember the given
concepts. In one case, the causal mode was slightly better
than the referential mode, and this fact is intuitive because
the causal audeme revealed more about the object of the
concept and the connection was naturally established. In
the same way, the referential mode took advantage of the
contextual and inherent connection between the audeme
and concept. The reduced mode did not help the partici-
pants recognize the concepts, which is an indication that a
greater cognitive power is needed to relate the audeme to
an object when they only share some common attributes
(e.g., fast rhythm for a fast running animal, such as a
rabbit). In relation to the modes of listening, it is an
interesting finding that audemes composed of sounds with
different modes helped the participants to recognize con-
cepts better than when the audemes were composed of
sounds with the same mode of listening.
ting features of non-speech sounds to maximize content recognition.
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In terms of the source attributes, Experiment 1 revealed
that combining the different types of sounds (Music–SFX;
SFX–Music) was better than using the same type (Music–
Music; SFX–SFX), which lends support for the idea that
music and SFX offer complementary or even synergistic
conceptual contributions. Along these lines, the findings
show that audemes are most effective for correct concept
recognition when a music is followed by a sound effect.

Among the findings in Experiment 1 are the effects of
rhythm and timbre in relation to the level of recognition of
the concepts associated with the audemes. The tests
showed no significant impact in regard to the sound’s
rhythm and timbre for the effectiveness of the audemes. In
essence, the rhythm and timbre analysis falls into the
reduced listening mode, and providing that no effect was
found for the reduced mode of listening, this finding makes
the claim stronger.
5.3. Does the relevance of the audeme attributes fade with

time?

The guidelines devised for generating the best combina-
tion of audeme attributes are essential for the initial
exposure to the audemes. The longitudinal study, however,
shows that with the passing of time, the effectiveness of the
audemes relies less on the sound attributes (source,
semiotic and syntactic) that constitute them. While this
conclusion is true for all of the attributes, an interesting
fact was observed with the semiotic attribute.

Like the other attributes, the importance of the semiotic
attribute became less with time, indicating that when we
experience audemes in the referential mode, we rely more
on the sound attributes of the audeme. This reliance fades
away once the connection between the audeme and con-
cepts gets stronger, that is, we start experiencing audemes
in the semantic mode. This shift is an indication that the
learnability of audemes could have a similarity with how
we learn languages.
5.4. Could audemes be experienced as a language?

Experiment 1 revealed the trend that, with repeated
exposure, most of the audeme types become equally
effective in regard to concept recognition. In terms of the
modes of listening, the indication is that audemes are
passing from the referential to the semantic mode.

In the first few weeks of audeme exposure, the partici-
pants are perhaps struggling with creating and remember-
ing the references between the audeme and concepts.
In this initial phase, multiple connections are built between
the audeme and concepts, with some stronger than others.
However, after few exposures through the tests, the
participants inherently learned to discard the weak con-
nections and promoted only the strong ones. This process
of narrowing down the concepts and meanings of the
audemes is similar to how language works, hence it
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represents a strong demonstration of the semantic mode
of listening.
The process of the audemes being experienced in the

semantic mode of listening suggests the possibility that
audemes could be used to create a language. The audeme
language could possibly be a sonic analogue to American
Sign Language (ASL). Dorner and Hagen (1994) explained
that ASL uses fewer words than English, which is achieved
through eliminating redundant words and phrases such as
articles, interjections, dummy subjects and linking verbs.
Their example is that the sentence ‘‘The car has a flat tire’’
in ASL could be expressed as ‘‘Car Flat Tire.’’
In order to address the problem that it would be

impossible to find an audeme for each concept or word
(a critique often addressed to auditory icons, too), we
recall that ASL has already solved this issue. Klima and
Bellugi (1979) explained that the signs for summer, ugly

and dry are the same in terms of hand shape and move-
ment, but differ only in the position of the body where the
signs are made, in this case on the forehead, nose or chin,
respectively. Similarly, the audemes signifying travel, vaca-

tion and security have the key jangle as the common sound,
but the meaning differs only when played next to a sound
of a car, seagulls and sea waves, or typing on a computer

keyboard. The success of this method of representing
information shows that similarities can be drawn between
ASL and how audemes are designed and used.

5.5. Gender effect in interpreting audemes

The effect of gender in all of the experiments is
interesting, and reinforces the results found in a previous
study that we conducted (Ferati et al., 2011). We tend to
attribute this result to the females’ innate abilities to
process and use emotions better than males (Barrett
et al., 2000; Seidlitz and Diener, 1998). It is a well-
established fact that emotion is a crucial part of memo-
rization (Bower, 1981; Laird et al., 1982), and we believe
that the use of audemes invokes powerful emotional
experiences. Similarly, female superiority over males has
been found in second language acquisition (Ehrman and
Oxford, 1988; Oxford, 1993). This is another evidence in
support that audemes could be experienced as a language.

5.6. How does the learnability of audemes compare to other

non-speech sounds?

The audemes in this study have been investigated in a
framed context, which is the educational content related to
U.S. history and geography. In this context, the audemes
were correctly recognized 92% of the time over the course
of four exposures (one initial exposure and three tests
conducted with two weeks in between each test). The lack
of context could have caused the audemes to be ambiguous
and confusing, as was the case of auditory icons in two
different studies investigating those with and without
context. In the study reported by Mynatt (1994), auditory
ting features of non-speech sounds to maximize content recognition.
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icons were identified only 15% of the time when the
context was absent. In another study (Fernstrom and
Brazil, 2004), it was reported that the participants were
successful in identifying auditory icons with objects or
actions for a specific context 70% of the time.

In terms of learnability, existing non-speech sounds are
effective in recalling objects or actions for various cases.
Earcons showed an 80% accuracy in recall to hierarchical
navigation menus (Brewster et al., 1996). Auditory icons
showed high accuracy in recall of objects and actions in a
user interface (Lucas, 1994) and in identifying links and
providing information in web navigation (Morley et al.,
1998). A study (Absar and Guastavino, 2008) that pre-
sented a systematic comparison between earcons and
auditory icons claimed that earcons were highly structured,
but users required specified training in order to understand
earcons. Auditory icons, on the other hand, were easy to
learn, but need to be used as individual sounds because
their combination is not possible.

A recent study (Dingler et al., 2008) compared the
learnability of earcons, auditory icons, spearcons and
speech and showed that spearcons were as learnable as
speech, followed by auditory icons. The results also
showed that earcons were much more difficult to learn.
A study conducted by McGee-Lennon et al. (2011) claims
that musicons were as learnable as auditory icons. Spindex
as spearcons required little or no training to be learned by
users (Jeon and Walker, 2009).

5.7. Limitations of the study

Every effort was made in this research to ensure that the
information gathered in this study was a reliable and valid
reflection of those taking part in the experiments. There
are some limitations, however, which need to be listed here
as to put boundaries on the extent that these results can be
generalized. First, a limited sample size was available in the
experiments, with a range of 8–10 participants for different
experiments. When running experiments with blind parti-
cipants, however, it is very common to have limited
sample. Studies suggest that most of the experiments
conducted with blind participants in Human–Computer
Interaction, typically have only four to six participants
(Stevens, 1996; Challis and Edwards, 2000). Mobility
issues and skill qualifications make it hard to recruit larger
cohorts of participants.

With respect to participants, the second limitation to
this study is the population from which the sample
participants are drawn. For the experiments, typically
blind and visually impaired students of K-12 US Midwest
school were used. On one hand, using this type of
participants is an advantage for the study of audemes,
since audemes are sounds, and studies have shown that
blind participants have heightened ability in processing
sounds compared to sighted participants (Doucet et al.,
2005; Sánchez et al., 2001). On the other hand, audemes
can possibly be useful to a wider range of population and
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not only limited to blind and visually impaired community,
however that was not investigated in this study.
The third limitation pertains to the content that was

presented as stimuli in the experiments. Both, audemes and
concepts, have been mainly created within the theme of
United States history and geography keyed to the Indiana
K-12 education standard. The reason for this decision was
to present content suitable for the level of the participants
used in experiments. In general, outcomes from this study
could apply to broad spectrum of content, however, these
limitations are discussed here to bring awareness that using
audemes in different other scenarios might yield different
results that this study does not encompass.
5.8. Guidelines to create audemes that maximize content

recognition

Based on the findings of the above described experi-
ments, a set of initial guidelines for designing audemes that
can maximize the recognition of their meanings is
proposed.

Serially concatenate sounds: Audemes with sounds seri-
ally concatenated (juxtaposed in sequence) are more
effective in eliciting meaning recognition than audemes
made of parallel sounds (different sounds played together
or overlapping).

Mix different sounds: Use different types of sounds in the
audeme combination for the most effective recognition of
the associated meanings: Music–SFX and SFX–Music.

Follow a music with a sound effect: Audemes that consist
of two parallel music sounds are the least effective, while
those having music first and then a sound effect in a serial
fashion are the most effective.

Use the sound of the real object causing it: Use audemes
that consist of sounds in causal and referential modes,
rather than reduced mode of listening for the best results.
For instance, use audemes created from sounds that refer
to the object that is causing the sound, such as, the sound
of a chicken to represent the chicken itself or the farm in
general. On the other hand, avoid using audemes created
by sounds that only refer to the low level qualities of the
sound, such as rhythm, pitch, and timbre. An example
would be using a sound with fast rhythm to indicate a fast
car, which is not an effective audeme in regard to
associating meaning with the sound.

Frequent exposure has a large impact on the recognition

of the audeme meaning: For effective recognition of the
audeme meaning, expose the audience to the audemes at
least twice a week. Longer periods between two exposures
could drastically affect the audemes’ learnability and
recognition.

Recognition of the audeme meaning works well with a

broad range of rhythms: For the best results, use audemes
of any pace or rhythm (fast, slow). Using audemes created
from fast or slow rhythms has the same effect in the
recognition of the meaning associated with the audeme.
ting features of non-speech sounds to maximize content recognition.
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Table 5

Summary of the guidelines and their descriptions.

Guideline name Guideline description

G1. Serially concatenate sounds Sounds used to create an audeme should be concatenated in serial (played one after the other),

rather than in parallel (played at once) fashion

G2. Mix different sounds Use different types of sounds (music–sound effect; sound effect–music), rather than sounds of the

same type (music–music; sound effect–sound effect)

G3. Follow a music with a sound effect An audeme should start with music and followed by a sound effect sound

G4. Use the sound of the real object causing it Sounds that are experienced in the causal and referential modes of listening should have higher

priority to be included into the audeme compared to sounds experienced in the reduced mode of

listening

G5. Frequent exposure has great impact on the

recognition of the audeme meaning

Expose the audience to audemes twice a week to maintain its correct meaning recognition

G6. Recognition of the audeme meaning works well

with a broad range of rhythms

Sounds of any rhythm (fast, slow) can be used in generating an audeme

G7. Recognition of the audeme meaning works well

with a broad range of timbres

Sounds of any timbre (harsh, smooth) can be used in generating an audeme
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Recognition of the audeme meaning works well with a

broad range of timbres: For the best results, use audemes of
any timbre (harsh, smooth). Using audemes created from
harsh sounds (metal scraping, electric guitar, etc.) or smooth
sounds (light wind, violin, etc.) have the same effect in the
recognition of the meaning associated with the audemes.

Defining guidelines will help acoustic interface designers
make decisions in regard to where and for what to use
audemes in their applications. These guidelines will enable
the designers to rely on a framework, rather than an ad
hoc manner of selecting sounds for acoustic interfaces. A
summary of the guidelines described above and a brief
description of each one is given in Table 5.

5.9. Potential applications and future directions

The results of this work could leverage the building of an
audeme-designing tool that would support designers in
effectively generating audemes for acoustic interfaces. Not
limited to only designers, the tool could be useful to anyone
interested in using audemes in enhancing the teaching
experience to young blind and visually impaired students.

Imagine a teacher who wants to use audemes to teach a
class in a K-12 school for the blind and visually impaired. His
coming lecture is about slavery in U.S. history. He wants to
give the lecture in concert with audemes as he noticed that
whenever he uses audemes in lecturing, students have more
fun and remember the details better. He is not proficient in
audio design, so he would need a tool to help him accomplish
the goal. Luckily he has a copy of ASCOLTA (Advanced
Support and Creation-Oriented Library Tool for Audemes) to
help him design audemes for his topic. He opens the tool and
writes in the input box few keywords about the topic of
slavery. The system will analyze the keywords and return a list
of audemes that could be used to represent the slavery content.
The audemes displayed will be in order from the highest to the
lowest recommended. The recommendation will be based on
the guidelines already established (Section 5.7). For instance,
for the slavery topic, the tool will suggest an audeme
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containing a sound of a short passage of a choir singing
‘‘Swing Low, Sweet Chariot’’ (a music) and a sound of a
‘‘whip crack’’ (a sound effect). The suggested audemes are in
compliance with the guideline stating that mixing music and
sound effect sounds is better than creating an audeme from
same type of sounds (Section 5.7). After the teacher selects the
desired audeme, the tool will join and enable him to export the
sounds as a single audio file, which the teacher could down-
load and use for his lecture on slavery.
An audeme-designing tool of this type will facilitate the

process of creating and utilizing audemes, by sparing
acoustic designers and people involved in teaching using
audemes from memorizing guidelines. As such, it will help
guide them toward the design of most effective audemes
for the intended task. With the help of this application,
audemes could be more accessible to a wider audience,
who can unleash their creativity in building novel and
appropriate non-speech sounds for their content.
Other potential applications could leverage audemes not

only in the role of a memory catalyst, but also to communicate
a process or procedure. For example, one of the avenues in
which audemes could be investigated is in the military
emergency drills or natural disasters. In these scenarios,
whenever an alarm sounds, the only information conveyed
through the siren is that a danger is approaching; however, no
information is given as to what procedure to follow to escape
or protect oneself from the danger. Typically, procedures to be
followed in the case of an emergency, are taught in special
training, but the order of the actions needed to be taken (e.g.,
to seek shelter) could be forgotten over time. Audemes could
be used along with the standard alarm sound to convey the
procedure that needs to be followed. For example, when a
tornado alarm is heard, in addition to the siren, an audeme
could be played with the sounds for basement, bathtub and
table, indicating the places where shelter is commonly sought
(i.e., the basement of the house, bathtub or large table when
the first two are not available). This combination would
remind people as to the actions that they should undertake
when a tornado is approaching.
ting features of non-speech sounds to maximize content recognition.
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Similar to this situation, audemes could be used to convey
procedures that could be helpful to parents who typically,
every morning, need to remind their kids what to do when
going to the bathroom. An audeme could be created that
includes the sound of water getting flushed down to a toilet, of
the sound of brushing teeth and the sound of washing hands.
This audeme could be used to remind kids of the order of the
things they need to do when inside the bathroom.

Another direction for future audemes studies could be to
conduct experiments to identify additional guidelines that will
help the process of forming audemes. One of these studies
could be to investigate whether adding a pause between the
sounds used to create an audeme would have an effect on the
effectiveness of conveying its meaning. The introduction of a
pause could be used to communicate audio gestalt, which is
the perception of sounds as a group based on proximity and
similarity. Along these lines, future studies could also investi-
gate the length of audemes (i.e., how many seconds an audeme
should be in order to achieve the desired result).
6. Conclusion

In this paper we have presented a study consisting of
three experiments. In the first experiment we identified the
characteristics of an audeme that will have an effect on the
correct recognition of its meaning. In this longitudinal
experiment, we found that audemes created of serial con-
catenation of sounds yield higher recognition scores com-
pared to audemes created of parallel sounds. Also, mixing
different types of sounds (music and sound effect) yields
higher recognition scores compared to same type of sounds
(music and music). Among other findings, we also discovered
that gender has an effect in the audeme perception, as
females scored higher recognition scores compared to males.
Table A1

Experiment 1 – Also access in the following URL: http://audeme.informatics.iu

# Audeme type

1 Music–Music-Serial 1

2 Music–Music-Serial 2

3 Music–Music-Serial 3

4 Music–Music-Serial 4

5 Music–Music-Serial 5

6 Music–SFX-Serial 1

7 Music–SFX-Serial 2

Please cite this article as: Ferati, M., et al., Audemes at work: Investiga
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Experiment 2, which was a replica of Experiment 1
without the testing after one week, revealed the effects of
the first test after the initial exposure. The findings show
that the test after one week, besides serving as a test, also
served as reinforcement. Finally, Experiment 3 assessed
audeme learning load in recognizing content. The findings
revealed a trend that audemes perform best when asso-
ciated to five facts.
This research makes two novel contributions. On one

hand, it models the fundamental characteristics of a new
category of non-speech sounds, called audemes that can
act as aural referential cues for theme-based content. On
the other hand, this work investigated the semiotic,
syntactic and source properties of audemes that can
maximize the recognition of their meaning, and derived
an initial set of guidelines to design well-formed audemes.
These guidelines are aimed at helping acoustic interface
designers generate effective audemes easily.
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Appendix A

Stimuli used in three experiments. See Tables A1–A3.
pui.edu/exp1/

Concepts

a. Future to past

b. New wave trendy to old-fashioned

c. Dance ongoing social customs

a. Swinging – into the air

b. Angelic movement

c. Action into calm

a. Majestic-hipster young guy

b. Prince Harry (young, hip Prince of England)

c. Groovy Cool Establishment

a. Calming the Rush

b. Great excitement then relaxing

c. Blizzard into Spring

a. Grandpa and young grandson

b. Mice running away from Elephant

c. Escape from the South

a. Partying till the morning

b. Urbanizing the village

c. Neighbors complain about loud music

a. Designing Architecture

ting features of non-speech sounds to maximize content recognition.
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Table A1 (continued )

Experiment 1 – Also access in the following URL: http://audeme.informatics.iupui.edu/exp1/

# Audeme type Concepts

b. Bringing order to something

c. Home building

8 Music–SFX-Serial 3 a. Earthquake

b. Trip to the carnival

c. Calm before the storm

9 Music–SFX-Serial 4 a. Trip Overseas

b. End of the Adventure

c. Disappearing Act

10 Music–SFX-Serial 5 a. Titanic

b. Government waste

c. Kid playing in the bathtub

11 SFX–Music-Serial 1 a. Birds flocking in the air

b. Hitchcock

c. Mother calms her complaining children

12 SFX–Music-Serial 2 a. Flying car

b. Hybrid car

c. Going on a date

13 SFX–Music-Serial 3 a. Chicago Fire

b. Resolving an Emergency

c. Post-Disaster Relief

14 SFX–Music-Serial 4 a. Downfall of the American auto industry

b. Leaving in sorrow

c. Running into Trouble

15 SFX–Music-Serial 5 a. Chinese sense of time

b. Ancient Asian wisdom

c. Tea time

16 SFX–Music-Parallel 1 a. Beach Party

b. Happy Islands

c. Summer refreshments

17 SFX–Music-Parallel 2 a. Middle Eastern turmoil

b. Difficult to understand the Middle East

c. North African military Raid

18 SFX–Music-Parallel 3 a. Economic cycles

b. Africa’s impoverished economy

c. Street music

19 SFX–Music-Parallel 4 a. Immigrants crossing the ocean

b. Slave trade

c. Seaside village

20 SFX–Music-Parallel 5 a. Daily anxiety

b. Racing for nothing

c. Accelerating pace of life

21 Music–Music-Parallel 1 a. Everyday Life

b. Stubborn argument

c. Bus ride

22 Music–Music-Parallel 2 a. Secret admirer

b. Scary walk

c. Searching for clues

23 Music–Music-Parallel 3 a. Nervous calculation

b. Hurrying to finish

c. Busy bees

24 Music–Music-Parallel 4 a. Rainstorm

b. Cleaning up a mess

c. Frustrating discussion

25 Music–Music-Parallel 5 a. Falling into depression

b. Walking with chained feet

c. Malfunctioning machinery

26 SFX–SFX-Parallel 1 a. Burning the barn

b. Crazy farm

c. Vandals at the zoo

27 SFX–SFX-Parallel 2 a. Chat by the fire place

b. Lost in the forest

c. Play fighting with sticks
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Table A1 (continued )

Experiment 1 – Also access in the following URL: http://audeme.informatics.iupui.edu/exp1/

# Audeme type Concepts

28 SFX–SFX-Parallel 3 a. Great expectations

b. Victory

c. Raising a champion

29 SFX–SFX-Parallel 4 a. Rusty movement

b. Opening the dark gate

c. 19th-century technology

30 SFX–SFX-Parallel 5 a. Transformation

b. Eternal bliss

c. Immortality

31 SFX–SFX-Serial 1 a. Taking a pill

b. Swallowing sand

c. Thirsty mirage

32 SFX–SFX-Serial 2 a. Sending kisses

b. Wind lover

c. Pardon me while I kiss the sky

33 SFX–SFX-Serial 3 a. Missing the target

b. Pennies in the water

c. Plink plunk, sink sunk

34 SFX–SFX-Serial 4 a. Announcing the fight

b. Pots overheating

c. Empty mailboxes after email

35 SFX–SFX-Serial 5 a. Washing the sins

b. Burning a hole in the sky

c. A cooling rain

Table A2

Experiment 2

# Audeme type Concepts

1 Music–Music-Serial 1 a. Evening Serenade

b. Quiet contemplation

c. Romantic Dinner

2 Music–Music-Serial 2 a. Celebrating Easter

b. Emergence of a Hero

c. Dancing after Church

3 Music–Music-Serial 3 a. Growing up to be a serious person

b. Stretching to reach a cloud

c. Anxious childhood

4 Music–Music-Serial 4 a. Leaving Home

b. Sudden break-up

c. Ruining the mood

5 Music–Music-Serial 5 a. Ducks gliding on the pond

b. Traffic flowing along

c. Resolving an argument

6 Music–SFX-Serial 1 a. Dancing Assassin

b. Historical Change

c. Ending the Party

7 Music–SFX-Serial 2 a. Colorful old car

b. Powerful Machinery

c. Surprising Speed

8 Music–SFX-Serial 3 a. Concert in the Park

b. Stepping in an unexpected puddle

c. Reading in the bath tub

9 Music–SFX-Serial 4 a. Waking from a deep sleep

b. Can’t seem to relax

c. Sad passing of the hours

10 Music–SFX-Serial 5 a. Dashing into battle

b. Shocked by the earthquake
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Table A2 (continued )

Experiment 2

# Audeme type Concepts

c. Youthful optimism destroyed

11 SFX–Music-Serial 1 a. Dramatic battle

b. Attacking the monster

c. Death of the General

12 SFX–Music-Serial 2 a. Returning to the farm

b. Trip to the countryside

c. Harvesting the wheat

13 SFX–Music-Serial 3 a. Driving in Bombay

b. Crowded Streets

c. Going to the Wedding

14 SFX–Music-Serial 4 a. Baby at a Concert

b. Lifetime Experience

c. A baptism

15 SFX–Music-Serial 5 a. Locking up your emotions

b. Becoming insensitive

c. Keeping a secret

16 SFX–Music-Parallel 1 a. Dying beast

b. Defeating Russia

c. Sorrowful Fighter

17 SFX–Music-Parallel 2 a. Cattle Round-up

b. Rural Parade

c. Happy Cows from California

18 SFX–Music-Parallel 3 a. Modern Irish Farm

b. Dance of the Animals

c. Farm Karaoke

19 SFX–Music-Parallel 4 a. Lassie Come Home

b. Shepherd’s lament

c. Handsome Stranger

20 SFX–Music-Parallel 5 a. Breaking into the Church

b. Falling from Grace

c. Overwhelmed by Sin

21 Music–Music-Parallel 1 a. Bluesy Hippo

b. Grouch at the Party

c. Bad Fat Dancer

22 Music–Music-Parallel 2 a. Mixing Drinks at the Bar

b. Disconnected Stories

c. Parents and Kids

23 Music–Music-Parallel 3 a. Tuning up the Performance

b. Group Preparation

c. Lazy Drunk

24 Music–Music-Parallel 4 a. Happy Neighborhood

b. Life and Death

c. Fast and Slow

25 Music–Music-Parallel 5 a. Musical Monk

b. Dripping Cave

c. Trying to Cheer you Up

26 SFX–SFX-Parallel 1 a. Bad Athlete

b. Flushed with Victory

c. Arguing in the Bathroom

27 SFX–SFX-Parallel 2 a. Playing Outside

b. Shooting Birds

c. Larry Bird

28 SFX–SFX-Parallel 3 a. Canine Hygiene

b. Guarding against Cavities

c. After the Hot Dog

29 SFX–SFX-Parallel 4 a. Open Up

b. Drinking in Private

c. Take it Easy

30 SFX–SFX-Parallel 5 a. Time for Snacks

b. Crunched for Time

c. Crazy for Potato Chips

31 SFX–SFX-Serial 1 a. Interrupting a Thought
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Table A2 (continued )

Experiment 2

# Audeme type Concepts

b. Meeting Deadline

c. Coming up with a New Idea

32 SFX–SFX-Serial 2 a. Coughing Up

b. Smoking in the Boys Room

c. Horrible Smell

33 SFX–SFX-Serial 3 a. Marathon Winner

b. Tired of Fame

c. Running out of Tricks

34 SFX–SFX-Serial 4 a. Cute Toy

b. Comedian’s Trick

c. Hidden Listener

35 SFX–SFX-Serial 5 a. Allergic to Guns

b. Sniper with a Cold

c. Winter Battle

Table A3

Experiment 3

# Audeme type Number

of facts

Sentences with facts

1 Music–Music-Serial 3 1. The American concept of the separation of Church and State was

formalized in the Bill of Rights in the First Amendment to the

Constitution

2. About one quarter of Americans consider themselves Catholics

3. Several of the original 13 American colonies were founded by

immigrants who came to America to escape official government

religions in Europe

2 Music–Music-Serial 5 1. Modern science has made it possible to see trillions of miles into

space, both with visual light and with radio waves emitted

by start

2. The visual microscope was invented in the late 1500s in Holland

3. The most famous early microscope scientist was Anton Van

Leeuwenhoek (Lay-van-hook) who first reported the discovery of

micro-organisms

4. The Scanning Probe Microscope is another type of very powerful

modern microscope that does not rely on lenses and direct visual

observation

5. The largest orbiting telescope is called the Hubble Space

Telescope after American Astronomer Edwin Hubble

3 Music–Music-Serial 7 1. The American Civil War was fought between the Confederacy

and the Union

2. The Confederacy was also known as the South, or the

Confederate States of America, or Dixie

3. The Union was also called the North, or the United States of

America

4. The South withdrew or seceded from the Union in 1861 after

Abraham Lincoln was elected President

5. Perhaps the most famous battle of the Civil War was Gettysburg,

a Union victory

6. The theme song of the North was the Battle Hymn of the

Republic

7. The War ended in April, 1865.

4 Music–SFX-Serial 3 1. Thanks to its tradition of wagon building dating from the Civil

War era, and its location as the ‘‘crossroads of America,’’

Indiana was home to over 70 independent car companies each

hoping to capture a slice of rapidly growing market, including

Marmon, Crosley, Cord, Blackhawk, Studebaker and the Stutz

2. Perhaps the most famous Indiana-based car was the Duesenberg,
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Table A3 (continued )

Experiment 3

# Audeme type Number

of facts

Sentences with facts

which was manufactured in Indianapolis and which in the late

1920s and in the 1930s was THE status symbol and luxury car,

and was owned by movie stars such as Clark Gable and Gary

Cooper, as well as gangster Al Capone and the queen of

Yugoslavia and the King of Italy

3. Although the Duesenberg Company went out of business in 1937,

vintage models are still operating and being sold at high-end

auctions, including Duesenberg once owned by actress Greta

Garbo, which sold recently for $1.4 million

5 Music–SFX-Serial 5 1. Kissing is a complex behavior that requires significant muscular

coordination; involving a total of 34 facial muscles and 112

postural muscles.

2. The most important muscle involved is the orbicularis oris

muscle, which is used to pucker the lips and informally known as

the kissing muscle.

3. Diseases which may be transmitted through kissing include

mononucleosis, allergic reactions to nuts and drugs, and herpes,

when the infectious virus is present in saliva.

4. In a scientific experiment, increasing the frequency of kissing in

marital and cohabiting relationships was found to result in a

reduction of perceived stress, an increase in relationship

satisfaction, and a lowering of cholesterol levels

5. Kissing in Western cultures is a fairly recent development and is

rarely mentioned even in Greek literature and as recently as the

Middle Ages it was considered a sign of refinement of the upper

classes rather than a common activity for everyday life

6 Music–SFX-Serial 7 1. The first artificially carbonated beverages sold in the United

States came from a Yale University chemistry professor named

Benjamin Silliman, who began selling ‘‘soda water’’ in 1806 in

Connecticut

2. Originally, carbonated beverages were considered healthy, and

were sold in pharmacies. During the 19th century, pharmacists

began to add flavoring ingredients and sweeteners to improve the

taste, and from this practice evolved the modern soft drink

industry

3. According to the National Soft Drink Association (NSDA),

consumption of soft drinks is now over 600 12-ounce servings

(12 oz.) per person per year

4. Since the late 1970s the soft drink consumption in the United

States has doubled for females and tripled for males

5. The highest consumption is in the males between the ages of 12

and 29; they average 1/2 gallon a day or 160 gallons a year

6. To meet the business goal of increasing soft drink consumption,

soft drink companies have increased the size of the drinks from

61/2 ounces in the 1960s to the 20-ounce bottle of today, and

allowed many restaurants, both fast food and traditional

restaurants, to offer free refills

7. The United States ranks first among countries in soft drink

consumption, with annual sales approaching $60 billion and per-

capita consumption of soft drinks is in excess of 150 quarts per

year, or about three quarts per week

7 SFX–Music-Serial 3 1. The Great Lakes are a collection of five freshwater lakes located

in eastern North America, on the Canada – United States border

2. Consisting of Lakes Superior, Michigan, Huron, Erie, and

Ontario, with Superior being the largest

3. The Great Lakes form the largest group of freshwater lakes on

Earth by surface, occupying over 90,000 square miles and

containing 20% of the world’s freshwater

8 SFX–Music-Serial 5 1. The word ‘‘skyscraper’’ originally was a nautical term referring to

a small triangular sail set above the skysail on a sailing ship

2. The term was first applied to buildings in the late 19th century as
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Table A3 (continued )

Experiment 3

# Audeme type Number

of facts

Sentences with facts

a result of public amazement at the tall buildings being built in

Chicago and New York City

3. Although there are no exact or legal definitions of skyscraper,

generally speaking a skyscraper is considered to be at least 500 ft

high, while a structure taller than 1000 ft may be called a

‘‘supertall.’’

4. In terms of construction technology, the term skyscraper refers to

a very tall, multi-storey building that uses an internal skeleton of

steel or reinforced concrete rather than thick, load-bearing walls,

which was the traditional way large buildings were engineered in

past centuries

5. The tallest building the United States is the Willis Tower in

Chicago – formerly called the Sears Tower, which is 1451 ft high

9 SFX–Music-Serial 7 1. On August 12, 1833, the Town of Chicago was incorporated with

a population of 350

2. In 1840, Chicago was the 92nd most populous city in the United

States with a population of over 4000.

3. In the pivotal year of 1848, Chicago saw its first steam

locomotives, and its first steam-powered grain elevators, and the

arrival of the telegraph

4. In 1860, Chicago was the ninth most populous city in the country

and hosted the Republican Party National Convention that

nominated Abraham Lincoln

5. Because of its central geographic location, and its rail, water and

road connections – and later its airport – Chicago became the

most transportation hub in the country

6. As a transportation hub, Chicago naturally became the

headquarters for major mail order catalogue businesses such as

Montgomery Ward and Sears and Roebuck

7. By 1870 Chicago had grown to become the nation’s second

largest city, and one of the largest cities in the world

10 SFX–Music-Parallel 3 1. The idea of Daylight Savings Time was first proposed in 1895 by

the New Zealand entomologist George Vernon Hudson

2. Mechanical clocks were perfected so that monks and priests

could know when it was time to offer prayers at certain

established hours

3. The circadian rhythm operates even when there may be no direct

perception of light and dark

11 SFX–Music-Parallel 5 1. Shenandoah River and its Valley are in Virginia

2. The song Oh Shenandoah is used informally as the Virginia

State song

3. In the Civil War, both the North and South had armies named

for the Shenandoah River

4. Human being first inhabited the Shenandoah Valley nearly 9000

years ago

5. President Herbert Hoover had a summer residence in the land

that became the Shenandoah National Park

12 SFX–Music-Parallel 7 1. The Erie Canal is an artificial river that runs about 360 mil.

2. The Erie Canal runs between Albany and Buffalo in Upstate

New York

3. It was officially opened for traffic in 1825

4. The Erie Canal helped open Western New York State for

immigration.

5. The Erie Canal is still used today for both recreational and

commercial traffic

6. Most of the traffic along the canal was barges towed by teams of

horses or mules who walked along the shore connected by

towlines

7. The movement to build a national network of connecting canals

came to an end when ta workable steam-powered railroad was

perfected in the 1830s
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Table A3 (continued )

Experiment 3

# Audeme type Number

of facts

Sentences with facts

13 Music–Music-Parallel 3 1. Since 1970, the number of first-generation immigrants living in

the United States has quadrupled, from 9.6 million to about 38

million in 2007

2. Over one million persons were naturalized as U.S. citizens

in 2008

3. The leading countries of birth of the new citizens were Mexico,

India and the Philippines

14 Music–Music-Parallel 5 1. In official US Army history the quarter century from 1865 to

1890 is known as the Indian Wars

2. There are over 561 self-governed tribes, states, and ethnic groups

of Native Americans in the United States.

3. The largest Indian tribe today is the Cherokee

4. Gambling has become a leading industry for Native American

communities

5. The Battle of the Little Big Horn is often called Custer’s

Last Stand

15 Music–Music-Parallel 7 1. NASA, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, was

established on July 29, 1958

2. Currently NASA is supporting the International Space Station

and is developing a new manned spacecraft called Orion

3. NASA’s annual budget is approximately $18 billion

4. NASA was created in response to the Soviet government’s

successful launch of Sputnik in October, 1957

5. The Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) was also

created at this time to develop space technology for military

application and later developed the Internet

6. On May 5, 1961 NASA launched America’s first manned rocket,

Freedom 7 with astronaut Alan Shepard onboard, although the

ship only achieved sub-orbital flight and did not circle the earth

7. America’s first truly orbital space flight occurred on February 20,

1962 when astronaut John Glenn circled the globe three times

during the flight of Friendship 7

16 SFX–SFX-Parallel 3 1. About 93% of traffic accidents are due to human factors

including intoxication and driver error

2. About 12% of fatal car crashes were caused by drunk driving

3. The first speeding ticket in World history was given to a movie

actor in Dayton Ohio in 1904 for going 12 miles per hour

17 SFX-SFX-Parallel 5 1. One of America’s greatest poets of the 19th century was Emily

Dickinson (1830–1886), who lived a sheltered life in small-town

Amhers, Massachusetts and published very little during her

lifetime

2. Walt Whitman (1819–1892) was arguably THE greatest poet in

19th century America, who wrote ‘‘Leaves of Grass’’ and ‘‘Song

of Myself.’’

3. One of America’s greatest lyric poets of the early 20th century

was Wallace Stevens, who made a living as an insurance executive

4. American poet T.S. Eliot’s masterpiece was a 434 line poem titled

‘‘The Wasteland’’ written in 1922

5. Robert Lee Frost (1874–1963) was an American poet who won

four Pulitzer prizes and read a poem at the inauguration of

President John Kennedy

18 SFX–SFX-Parallel 7 1. The earliest known mention of baseball in the United States was

a 1791 Pittsfield, Massachusetts ordinance banning the playing of

the game within 80 yards (73 m) of the town meeting house

2. Prior to the Civil War, baseball competed for public interest with

cricket and regional variants of baseball, notably town ball

played in Philadelphia and the Massachusetts Game played in

New England

3. By 1867, after the end of the Civil War, membership in the

National Association of Base Ball Players, the first national

league, ballooned to over 400 clubs, including some clubs from as
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Table A3 (continued )

Experiment 3

# Audeme type Number

of facts

Sentences with facts

far away as San Francisco and Louisiana

4. One of those early teams was the Chicago White Stockings, a

team that later became the Chicago Cubs and are the oldest team

in American organized sports

5. The first professional black baseball club, the Cuban Giants, was

organized in 1885

6. Professional baseball was desegregated in 1947 when Jackie

Robinson joined the Brooklyn Dodgers and became the first

African American to play in the previously all-white major

leagues

7. The three all-time career leaders in major league homeruns are

Barry Bonds with 762, Henry Aaron with 755 and Babe Ruth

with 714

19 SFX–SFX-Serial 3 1. The term Helicopter Parents is a colloquial, early 21st-century

term for a parent who pays extremely close attention to his or her

child’s or children’s experiences and problems, particularly at

educational institutions, and who hover closely overhead, rarely

out of reach, whether their children need them or not

2. In Scandinavia, this phenomenon is known as curling parenthood

after the winter game where a player propels a large stone disk

across the ice and then hurries out ahead of it to sweep all the

slightest bits of ice and snow out of its path to allow it to glide as

far ans as easily as possible

3. The term was originally coined by Foster W. Cline, M.D. and

Jim Fay in their 1990 book Parenting with Love and Logic:

Teaching Children Responsibility but became very popular in

recent years, because, as some experts believe, of the universal use

of cell phones, which have been called ‘‘the world’s longest

umbilical cord’’.

20 SFX–SFX-Serial 5 1. Texas Chain Saw Massacre is the title of a 1974 movie one of the

best known American horror films that might be categorized as a

‘‘slasher film’’ characterized by intense and generally

psychopathic murders and mayhem, and may also be included in

discussions of a related genre called ‘‘splatter films.’’

2. Although there are examples of mindless or psychopathic

violence in movies as far back as the 1930s, the modern ‘‘slasher

film’’ starts to appear in the 1960s with classics such as Alfred

Hitchcock’s ‘‘Psycho’’ from 1960

3. Some experts say that the first true slasher film was ‘‘Black

Christmas’’ from 1974, which established much of the genre’s

classic cinematic formula that included a mysterious stalker, a set

of adolescent victims, a secluded location cut off from adult

supervision, point-of-view shots showing the ‘‘killer’s

perspective’’, and graphic depictions of violence and murder

4. Although slasher and splatter films have always generated

controversy from concerned parents and citizen groups, the films

seem to consistently attract a loyal following at the box office,

inspiring producers to create series such as Nightmare on Elm

Street, the Halloween series and the Child’s Play series starring a

murderous doll named Chucky

5. Although most slasher movies are not blockbuster hits at the box

office, some individual films such as Saw3 have earned more than

$150 million worldwide, and the combined revenues for the most

popular series of movies routinely rise into the hundreds of millions

of dollars

21 SFX–SFX-Serial 7 1. Pilgrim’s Plunge at the Holiday World amusement park in Santa

Claus, Indiana, is the world’s tallest water ride at 135 ft high

2. The tallest roller coaster in the world is the 456-ft high Kingda

Ka at Six Flags Great Adventure in Jackson, New Jersey

3. The World’s oldest operating roller coaster is Leap the Dips at

Lakemont Park in Altoona Pennsylvania, which opened in 1902
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Table A3 (continued )

Experiment 3

# Audeme type Number

of facts

Sentences with facts

and reaches a top speed of 10 mph

4. A 200-ft high coaster is known as a ‘‘hypercoaster’’ and a 300-ft

high coaster is called a ‘‘Giga-coaster’’ and a 400-foot coaster is

called a ‘‘Rocket coaster.’’

5. There are 2398 roller coasters in the world, but only 164 made of

wood while the rest are steel

6. According to the Consumer Products Safety Commission, there

are, on average, 4.4 deaths each years caused by amusement park

rides in the United States.

7. Amusement parks are a multi-billion-dollar industry worldwide,

with approximately 300 million people each year visit the top 40

amusement theme parks in Europe and North America
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